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Abstract

This article examines the impact of the legal candidate

quota for women in Indonesia following the 2019 gen-

eral elections. It argues that the legal candidate quota

is working to increase women's numerical representa-

tion, even if progress is gradual and hard won. Second,

it has become clear that the position of candidates on

party lists is critical for electoral success. Awareness of

this issue empowers women candidates and activists to

lobby political parties to improve women's positions on

party lists as a demonstration of political parties' com-

mitment to gender equality. A third observation is that

the turnover of women parliamentarians remains high,

which means women still struggle to build careers as

legislators and to effect legislative change in the inter-

ests of women. The article also addresses the role of

political parties in selecting and promoting a minimum

of 30% women candidates and argues that party struc-

tures are an obstacle, especially party organisations

that purport to promote women's issues. Findings from

this study suggest that Indonesia does not need major

electoral reform to strengthen women's numerical rep-

resentation in parliament. However, women candidates

will need more support from political parties if they are

to win and retain more seats.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Women candidates made steady gains in Indonesia's 2019 general elections, securing 21% of
seats in the 575-seat national legislature (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat, DPR) and as many as
30% of the 136 seats in the Regional Representative Assembly (Dewan Perwakilan Daerah),
Indonesia's upper house. The results of the election highlight the success of Indonesia's legal
candidate quota that requires political parties to field a minimum of 30% women candidates
and the impact of steady improvements in enforcement of the quota along with a zipper
rule that requires political parties to list women candidates in at least every third place on
the ballot. Women candidates performed well when their parties placed them higher on the
ballot, especially in the first or second position on the ballot as political parties in
Indonesia's multiparty system infrequently secure more than two seats per electorate.
Enforcement of the zipper rule and the decision by some political parties to place women in
first or second position on the ballot increased opportunities for women candidates.
Although women in Indonesia continue to face multiple barriers to entry to political office,
positive action policies introduced over the past decade have contributed to slow but steady
gains for women's numerical representation. Stronger results for women in future elections
will depend on the efforts of political parties to support women, including reforms to politi-
cal party structures.

Drawing on interviews with women candidates from eight political parties, current and for-
mer parliamentarians, women activists and leaders of women's wings in seven political parties,
as well as electoral data and other studies, this article examines the impact of the legal candi-
date quota on women's representation in Indonesia and the challenges still facing women's
political advancement in Indonesia since the introduction of the quota. The article contributes
to a growing literature on women candidates and electoral politics that examines the impact of
gender quotas for overcoming the complex, social, cultural and institutional obstacles women
face in running for political office (Krook, 2009; Norris & Lovenduski, 1995). The article also
contributes to emerging research on the impact of party structures on women's representation
and the role of political parties in selecting and promoting women candidates (Bjarnegard &
Kenny, 2015; Bjarnegard & Zetterberg, 2019; Kenny, 2013). Our findings suggest that traditional
women's wings can inhibit women's advancement by peripheralising women's issues, lending
qualitative evidentiary support to a recent large-N study of the same problem (Cowell-Meyers &
Scott, 2017). Our research into the recent Indonesian experience suggests that less hierarchical
and more flexible political party organisations are more conducive to the advancement of
women in politics.

2 | INDONESIA'S LEGAL CANDIDATE QUOTA

A key reason for the improvement in women candidates' electoral fortunes in Indonesia in
recent election cycles has been the increasingly robust implementation of a 30% legal candidate
quota for women. Indonesia first introduced the 30% legal candidate quota in the 2004 general
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elections.1 When the law was first introduced, political parties were asked to ‘consider’ nomi-
nating women for at least 30% of their candidates but were not compelled to do so (Perdana,
2014). There were no penalties for non-compliance. Political parties' response was lukewarm.
Most political parties made efforts to comply with the letter of the law but would often do so by
listing women who were relatives of male politicians and party officials. In many cases, women
were not even aware they had been nominated (Hillman, 2017). Another example of feigned
compliance was the widespread practice of placing women far down the ticket in unwinnable
positions (Perdana, 2017). In Indonesia's multiparty proportional electoral system, very few
electorates deliver more than two seats to a single political party, meaning that lower list posi-
tions are rarely winnable. In the 2009 general elections, for example, 85% of successful male
candidates and 73% of successful female candidates were ranked first or second on the ticket.

The disappointing result for women candidates in the 2004 elections prompted activists to
lobby for a stronger legal candidate quota. After successful lobbying by a coalition of women
activists (Perdana, 2017), a breakthrough came in 2007 with an amendment to the Law on
Elections that made the legal candidate quota compulsory and not just a ‘consideration’.
However, the law did not identify sanctions for non-compliance. A second breakthrough was
the introduction of a zipper system. The zipper system was designed to prevent political parties
from placing women candidates at the bottom of party lists where their chances of being elected
were close to zero. The revision to the electoral law required parties to place women candidates
in at least every third position on the ticket.

In the 2009 general elections, women's representation achieved the increase that the legal
candidate quota was designed to achieve. Women's share of seats in the national parliament
rose to 17.86%, bringing Indonesia close to the world average for women's parliamentary repre-
sentation, which stood at 18.8% in 2009 (Inter-Parliamentary Union [IPU], 2010). The zipper
requirement appeared to have been instrumental, as women candidates appeared higher on
party lists. The Democrat Party (Partai Demokrat, PD)—winner of the largest number of parlia-
mentary seats in 2009—placed 14 women candidates at the top of the lists, and all 14 were elec-
ted. Golkar, winner of the second largest number of seats in 2009, placed 12 women candidates
at the top of the lists, and nine were elected (Margaret, Ikasarana, Novitasari &
Panjaitan, 2014). Following the success of the 2009 elections, women activists continued to
lobby for further improvements in the implementation of the legal candidate quota. Compli-
ance problems were known to be widespread, with some local election commission branches
accepting affidavits from political parties stating they tried but failed to recruit a sufficient num-
ber of women candidates (Hillman, 2018). In the lead up to the 2014 elections, the Indonesian
Electoral Commission (KPU) promised that it would address this problem by instructing local
branches to reject non-compliant party lists. Political parties responded to the KPU's tougher
stance by nominating a record number of women candidates in which 37% of registered candi-
dates across all political parties were women (Margaret et al., 2014).

A further electoral reform in 2009 required political parties to open their lists, meaning that
voters could vote for a party or directly for a party's candidate. Under the previous closed-list
system, voters would vote for a political party, and the political party would then select its
representatives. The impact of open versus closed lists on women's electoral fortunes has been

1The 2004 election was the second general election to be held in Indonesia since the country's return to democracy in
1999, and the first election in which all 550 national parliamentary seats would be directly elected. In the 1999 general
elections, 38 seats were reserved for the military, which had been a major force in politics in the New Order
(1966–1998), under the leadership of Suharto, a former General.
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widely debated without reaching scholarly consensus (Allik, 2015; Kunovich, 2012;
Schmidt, 2009). In Indonesia, the introduction of an open-list voting system placed greater
emphasis on a candidate's campaign and his or her ability to raise funds, placing more financial
pressure on women candidates who tend to have less access than men to the clientelistic net-
works that influence candidate selection and candidate position on the party ticket as well as to
the resources needed to engage in the common practice of vote buying.2 Unsurprisingly, an
increasing number of successful women candidates appeared to be relatives of male politicians
or dynastic elites who were well-known figures with access to campaign funding
(Prihatini, 2019a; Puskapol Universitas Indonesia, 2019a).

The small decrease in women's representation in the 2014 general elections suggested that
the legal candidate quota had advanced women's representation as far as it could go within
Indonesia's social milieu. Advocates for strengthening women's participation subsequently
began to push for stronger positive action such as reserved seats in parliament. Other advo-
cates have pushed for a return to closed-list ballots that will allow political parties to deter-
mine the allocation of seats to candidates.3 Not only does this allow political parties to allocate
more seats to women (should they desire to), it is also argued that the closed ballot would
level the playing field by reducing the importance (and prohibitive costs) of individual
campaigning. However, the 2019 election results suggest that Indonesia's legal candidate quota
has still worked to advance women's parliamentary representation even under the open-list
system.

3 | EXAMINING THE 2019 ELECTION RESULTS FOR
WOMEN CANDIDATES

In the April 2019 Indonesian general elections, women candidates secured 21% of seats in the
national legislature. This was an increase of more than 3 percentage points over the previous
parliament in 2014 (97 out of a total of 560 seats in 2014 increased to 120 out of a total of
575 seats in 2019) and represents a steady improvement in numerical representation since the
2004 election when the positive action was first introduced and women candidates won only
11% of seats in the national parliament. In 2019, women candidates also made gains in provin-
cial legislatures, winning 16% of seats across the country's 34 provinces—a small increase over
the 2014 election result of 14.6%. Women's parliamentary representation in Indonesia at the
national level has now reached the average for East Asia and the Pacific countries, which stood
at 20% in 2018 (IPU, 2019). The results for women candidates since Indonesia's return to
democracy in 1999 has followed slow but steady worldwide improvement in the number of
women winning parliamentary seats.4 The global average for the number of parliamentary seats
occupied by women reached 24% in 2018 (IPU, 2019). Table 1 shows some comparative exam-
ples from the region.

2Vote-buying activity in its various forms has increased since the introduction of open-list systems as candidates seek to
make personal connections with voters through gifts and cash payments (Sukmajati & Perdana, 2018).
3On electoral reforms and electoral governance in Indonesia, see Hillman (2011).
4Women's representation varies greatly by province and region, often highlighting socio-economic and cultural
differences. Women's representation is particularly low in Bali and Aceh provinces. On the unique governance situation
in Aceh following the resolution of protracted civil conflict, see Aspinall, Hillman and McCawley (2012) and
Hillman (2010, 2012).
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Although many of Indonesia's political parties were slow to embrace the legal candidate
quota, some are beginning to realise that women candidates can attract more women's
votes.5 It was widely reported, for example, that in the 2019 presidential election, 54% of
women voters supported the incumbent Jokowi over his opponent Prabowo and that this
was because Jokowi was seen to be more progressive on gender issues (Wijaya, 2019).
Jokowi had demonstrated this by appointing more women ministers (8 out of 34) than any
previous administration since Indonesia's return to democracy in 1999. The Indonesian Soli-
darity Party (Partai Solidaritas Indonesia, PSI), founded by popular television anchor Grace
Natalie, sought to burnish its gender credentials by nominating the largest number of
women candidates of all political parties—45%. The stronger representation of women can-
didates was not limited to secular parties. The Islamic United Development Party (Partai
Persatuan Pembangunan, PPP) was able to consistently maintain its achievement on the
large numbers of women nominated and their electability from 2014 in the 2019 election
(see Table 2).

An analysis of the relationship between the percentage of women nominated and the per-
centage who win seats within each political party suggests that women's electoral success in
Indonesia is not merely a numbers game. The nomination of higher percentages of women can-
didates did not necessarily translate into more seats for women. What appears to matter most is
not the overall number of women nominated by each party but the position of women candi-
dates on the ballot. In Indonesia's system of proportional representation (PR), the country is
divided into 80 electorates with 3–12 seats allocated to each electoral district depending on the
district's population size. Within each electoral district, an average of 150 candidates compete
for the small number of seats. In open-list PR systems with large numbers of candidates, most
of whom are unknown to voters, it is considered highly advantageous to be placed higher up
the list. This is because many voters do not look beyond the top-positioned candidates, and
some voters without strong views on candidates will select the top candidates as the easiest
means of completing the sometimes complex voting task. The women candidates and activists

5Interview with Andi Timo, woman politician from the Democrat Party (Partai Demokrat), November 2017.

TABLE 1 Percentage of parliamentary seats occupied by women in select Asia and Oceania countries

Country Region
Most recent
election year

Percentage of women in
national parliament (lower house)

South Korea East Asia April 2016 16.7

Japan East Asia October 2017 10.2

Timor-Leste Southeast Asia May 2018 38.5

Philippines Southeast Asia May 2019 28

New Zealand Pacific September 2017 40.8

Australia Pacific May 2019 30.5

China East Asia March 2018 24.9

India South Asia May 2019 14.4

Indonesia Southeast Asia April 2019 20.7

Source: IPU (2019).
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we interviewed for this study were keenly aware of the importance of ballot position for elec-
toral success.6

The positive relationship between ballot position and electoral success has been demon-
strated in other studies, including of more consolidated democracies (Lutz, 2010). And it is the
reason why ballot position is drawn by lot in some electoral systems and has been the subject of
court cases in others. Our study shows that Indonesia conforms to the general pattern. Table 3
demonstrates the chances of success by list position. In 2019, nearly half of all women candi-
dates ranked first on their party's list were elected (see Table 3). The success rate drops to 25%
for candidates ranked second and to 13% for candidates ranked third on the list. Only 1 in
25 women candidates listed in fourth position or below on the party list were successful in
winning a seat.

The importance of ballot position has led to intense competition among candidates within
political parties. Indonesia's political parties have different mechanisms for allocating ballot
positions. Some parties leave the decision to party boards, which are dominated by men.7 Other
political parties prefer parliamentary incumbents when ranking candidates, which also tends to
reinforce existing gender imbalances.8 Of course, political parties will also sometimes place
their strongest or best-known candidates higher on the ballot, and this appears to be true of
some electoral districts in Indonesia. And although candidates have claimed that their perfor-
mance and capability are important factors in political party decision-making around ballot
position (Halim, 2019), the practice of selling ballot positions to the highest bidder is also
widespread, further disadvantaging women who have less access than men to the funding and
connections that facilitate such transactions (Amalia, 2019; Hillman, 2018). Indonesian women
activists recognise the importance of ballot position and have begun lobbying for stronger rules
that ensure women candidates are not relegated to lower positions on the list. A prominent
scholar activist of gender politics advocates for the zipper ratio to be increased to ensure that
women candidates appear in the top two positions rather than top three.9

The turnover for parliamentarians in Indonesia has also been consistently higher for women
than for men (67% vs. 49% in 2019). And the turnover rate for women parliamentarians
increased from 60% in 2014 to 67% in 2019 whereas the turnover rate for men parliamentarians
decreased from 56% to 49% between these same two elections (see Table 4). Both men and
women candidates who serve only one term in parliament struggle to gain experience and
become effective lawmakers. This is especially the case for non-elite parliamentarians whose
previous careers have provided less exposure to the cut and thrust of politics (Afifiyah, 2019).
The high turnover makes it difficult for non-elite activists, including women activists, to gain a
foothold in parliament.10 The scope of our study did not allow us to identify systematically the

6Interview with Lena Mukti, woman politician from the United Development Party (Partai Persatuan Pembangunan,
PPP), Jakarta, November 2017; and Sumarjati Arjoso, woman politician from Gerindra, Jakarta, November 2017.
7For example, the Indonesian Democratic Party of Struggle (Partai Demokrat Indonesia Perjuangan, PDI-P) selection
committee is dominated by senior male members of the party. Interview with the former MP and PDI-P party elder
Idham Samawi, Jakarta, November 2017.
8The Prosperous Justice Party (Partai Keadilan Sejahtera, PKS) and Nasdem (Partai NasDem) consider the popularity
and electability of candidates before they are officially nominated. Interview with Amelia Anggraini, woman politician
from Nasdem, August 2017; and Dewi Septi, woman politician from PKS, August 2017.
9Interviews with women candidates from eight political parties conducted in July and August 2017 highlighted
awareness of the importance of ballot position and efforts to lobby for access to higher positions in the interest of gender
equity.
10Interview with former MP Eva Sundari (PDI-P), Jakarta, November 2018.
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reasons why women's turnover rates are consistently higher than men's (and increasing).
Further research is needed. However, our interviews revealed that some women parliamentar-
ians believed they lost re-election because they were outspent by better connected and wealthier
competitors, drawing attention to the particular impact of clientelism and money politics on
women candidates.11 Indonesia's limited public finance for elections is a problem for men and
women, especially those from non-elite backgrounds, but it disadvantages women candidates in
particular.12 Even elite women confided they were dependent on male family members for cam-
paign funding.13 Kartika (2019) reports similar findings.

The increasing prevalence of buying and selling positions on the ballot has advantaged elite
players to the disadvantage of non-elite political activists. A high percentage of women elected
to parliament come from elite backgrounds. In the 2019 election, at least 41% of elected women
had identifiable connections to national or local political dynasties (Puskapol Universitas
Indonesia, 2019a). Women's advocates in Indonesia have raised concerns about this develop-
ment and its implications for women's substantive representation in policymaking. It is notable
that the number of gender discriminatory regulations, particularly at the district level, has
grown alongside increases in women's parliamentary representation over the past decade
(Eddyono et al., 2016).

As Dhewy (2017) has noted, Indonesia's Ministry of Women's Empowerment and Child
Protection included gender mainstreaming in its 2015–2019 work plan. However, the Ministry
was unable to carry out its work across a number of government programs, including climate
change and poverty alleviation programs. And sexual reproduction rights have now disappeared

11Interview with women's political activist and analyst Titi Anggraini, Jakarta, August 2019. See also Amalia (2019).
12Indonesia's public funding for political parties is among the lowest in the world at 1,000 rupiah, which is less than ¢10
per vote (Puskapol Universitas Indonesia, 2019b). For more details on the problem of political finance in Indonesia, see
Mietzner (2015).
13Discussions with women candidates (national and local elections) during campaign training (March–August 2018)
highlighted a perception among candidates that financial support from a family's inner circle was critical to electoral
success.

TABLE 3 Percentage of women candidates winning seats by ballot position (2009–2019)

Election

Position on ballot

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6

2009 44 29 20 7

2014 47.62 21.65 15.4 1.03 4.12 10.31

2019 48.30 24.57 12.71 4.23 4.23 5.92

Source: Authors' compilation of Indonesian Electoral Commission (KPU) data.

TABLE 4 Turnover of parliamentary seats by gender in previous two elections

2014 2019

Male Female Total Male Female Total

56.15 59.7 56.79 49.23 67 52.86

Source: Authors' compilation of Indonesian Electoral Commission (KPU) data.
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from the Ministry's agenda. The Ministry's budget has fluctuated and trended downward in
recent years, even as women's parliamentary representation has strengthened (see DPR IR,
2019; Rura, 2017; Samodra, 2019). In 2016, the Ministry's annual budget rose to 740 billion
rupiah. However, in 2017, the Ministry's budget was cut to 573 billion rupiah; and in 2018, it
was further reduced to 553 billion rupiah. In 2019, the Ministry of Women's Empowerment and
Child Protection budget dropped to 493 billion rupiah. As women's numerical representation in
Indonesia's parliament increases, more research will be needed on the links between numerical
representation and substantive representation.

4 | THE ROLE OF POLITICAL PARTIES

After a decade of adjusting to the legal candidate quota, Indonesia's political parties are now
consistently meeting quota requirements. However, political parties differ in their capacity to
secure seats for their women candidates. And the success rate for women candidates in each
party varies considerably across elections. During the last two elections (2014 and 2019), the
PPP has been the only party to consistently secure a high number of seats for its women candi-
dates. The Prosperous Justice Party (Partai Keadilan Sejahtera, PKS) has also significantly
increased the number of women parliamentarians in its ranks from 2.5% in 2014 to 16% in 2019
(Puskapol Universitas Indonesia, 2019a). As Prihatini (2019b) has observed, there appears to be
no correlation between party ideology and women's representation in the Indonesian parlia-
ment. Our own interviews with party activists confirmed this.14 Islamic parties, which are typi-
cally seen as more socially conservative and supportive of traditional gendered roles, have been
as successful as secular parties in promoting women to elected office. Regardless of ideological
orientation, the commitment of political parties to women's parliamentary representation can
be seen in their willingness to place women candidates higher on their party lists. Seven out of
eight PKS women elected to parliament in 2019 were positioned first or second on the party list.
And 10 out of 18 successful women candidates representing National Democrats (Nasdem)
were similarly positioned.

So far, Nasdem is the only Indonesian political party to have achieved the milestone of 30%
seats won for its women candidates. It makes for a useful case study. Unlike in other parties
where prospective women candidates must compete using their own resources with fellow can-
didates for list position and votes, Nasdem has developed a four-pillar strategy for supporting its
women candidates.15 First, the party commissions surveys to assess the potential and electabil-
ity of women candidates across electorates. This reduces the need for candidates to fund their
own polling and advice, which raises the bar for prospective entrants to the political contest.
Second, unlike other political parties, Nasdem has declared that it does not charge fees for can-
didates to run under its flag. This makes it easier for women to nominate, particularly women
who are ill-acquainted with electoral ‘money politics’. Third, Nasdem provides a degree of logis-
tical support for its women candidates, including campaign toolkits (banners and name cards).
Fourth, the party offers financial subsidies to candidates who are able to garner at least 100,000
votes in their electorate. Party funding of candidates is rare in Indonesia where, conversely, can-
didates are typically expected to pay a fee for their party's nomination. Nasdem's approach

14Interview with Lena Mukti (PPP), November 2017, and woman politician Lulu Hamidah of the National Awakening
Party (Partai Kebangkitan Bangsa, PKB), Jakarta, August 2017.
15Interview with member of parliament representing Nasdem, 1 November 2018.
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demonstrates the significance of political party support for women candidates and for women's
success and could serve as a model for other political parties seeking to promote their gender
equity profiles.

It is also perhaps significant that Nasdem is a new party—it was founded in 2011. Our
research suggests that Indonesia's older political parties are hamstrung by their internal organi-
sation of women's affairs.16 As unpublished research by the authors attests, most of Indonesia's
political parties have a women's wing (sayap perempuan) through which women's interests are
purportedly represented and articulated. Women's wings, however, tend to occupy a structur-
ally peripheral position within political parties and are not typically involved in key decisions
such as the selection of candidates. Traditionally, the role of the women's wings in Indonesia's
political parties has been to promote the party's (mostly male) candidates to female voters. In a
number of cases observed by the authors, the activities of women's wings serve to reinforce tra-
ditional gender roles by organising activities for women as wives and mothers. Nasdem's suc-
cess has highlighted the importance of supporting women at the centre of the party and not via
the mechanism of a structurally peripheral women's wing. Our observation that less hierarchi-
cal and more flexible party organisation is more conducive to the advancement of women can-
didates and agendas contributes to a growing body of comparative literature that recognises the
importance of political party organisation for advancing women in politics (Kenny, 2013;
Krook, 2009). Our finding that the traditional women's wings of political parties can obstruct
women's advancement is supported by emerging comparative research (Cowell-Meyers &
Scott, 2017) and calls for further investigation.

5 | CONCLUSION

This article has presented three main observations about the impact of positive action poli-
cies for women's parliamentary representation in Indonesia. First, the legal candidate quota
appears to be working to promote women's numerical representation, even if progress is
gradual and hard won. The quota has pushed some political parties to consider how to pro-
mote not just women candidates but women's electoral success. Second, it has become clear
that ballot position is critical to success. Awareness of this issue enables women activists to
lobby political parties and to hold them accountable not just for meeting the legal candidate
quota but for ensuring that an equitable number of women are listed first or second on party
lists (and not just every third place as the regulations currently require). Ambitions are now
shifting beyond the legal candidate quota to securing 30% of seats for women in the legisla-
ture. And while the secular Nasdem is leading the field, two influential Islamic parties (PPP
and PKS) are running close behind, suggesting that party organisation is more significant
than secular or religious ideologies for women's advancement. A third and less sanguine
observation is that the turnover of elected women parliamentarians remains too high. The
turnover rate of 66% means that women parliamentarians struggle to gain the experience
needed to become effective legislators. This will continue to have an impact on women's sub-
stantive representation. Gender equity and women's concerns have not gained in profile in
the parliament even as the number of women parliamentarians has increased. The Ministry

16The constraints for party structures were highlighted by women activists from Indonesia's largest and oldest political
parties, Golkar and PDI-P. Interviews with Sri Rahayu (PDI-P) and Ratu Dian (Golkar), Jakarta, November 2017.
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dedicated to women's empowerment, for example, has had its budget repeatedly cut by the
DPR and is considered one of the weakest ministries in cabinet. If Indonesia's political
parties are serious about women's representation, they will need to start thinking not only
about how to help capable women win seats, but how to keep capable women in office. In
this regard, Nasdem has taken an important step by ensuring that party nominations are not
for sale to the highest bidder. Further research on the reasons for women's increasingly high
turnover rates is needed.

Our findings suggest that Indonesia does not need major electoral reform to improve
women's parliamentary representation. Current electoral rules are working to improve women's
numerical representation, even if there is still much progress to be made on women's substan-
tive representation. More support for women candidates is clearly needed to increase their
chance of success, especially women political activists who are not advantaged by dynastic rela-
tions and wealth. Political finance reform would also help: limited public funding for political
parties and increasing electoral costs drive candidates to clientelistic networks, which disadvan-
tages non-elite men and women but is particularly disadvantageous to women. An increase in
public funding would enable political parties to recruit more capable candidates, including
women, and reduce political parties' need to raise money by selling nominations and positions
on party lists.
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